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Persona 5 temperance persona list

View code on GitHub Persona - Skills - Display Settings Code in GitHub Persona - Skills - Settings &lt;&lt; Return to Main Confidants Hub &gt;&gt; *Values highlighted in red are the most appropriate selections. * Follow-ups Persona 5 Royal Exclusive Benefits: Rank Ability Description 1 allows you to perform various activities in the Slack Off Kawakami class.
3 Housekeeping provides you with the demand for Kawakami to make coffee or do laundry for you. 5 Free Time Gain free time in other teachers' classrooms with the help of Kawakami. 7 Super Housekeeping Kawakami allows you to request Kawakami to make curry or infiltration tools for you. Max Special Massage Ask for a massage after entering the
Metaverse, let you go out at night. How to Unlock Rank 1: After completing the second dungeon, you will get a scene after a few days with Yuuki and Ryuji related to a maid search service. You'll be able to do this at night by talking to Yuuki in Shibuya. After tonight's event, approach Kawakami at school the next day and her ear is full of Mrs Chouno. Help
her from this situation and she will give you a number to call at night from the phone at Leblanc Cafe where temperance story will begin. Follow-up, yes, I get it. +3 If you want me and you are. +2 Please stop talking like that. +2 Rank 2 Makes Response 1. +2 I don't feel anything. I'll tell the +0 boss. +0 Reply 2 We can't say it wasn't me ... +0 Definitely not! +2
What kind of weird stuff? +0 Response 3 Need money? +0 For what? +0 Reply 4 Are you scolding me? +0 This is all for you. +0 I asked you. +0 Tracking Your wrong number is +0 Uh, what the hell? +0 Is this hard to sell? +2 Rank 3 Response 1 yes, they don't exist. +2 Do some real cooking. +2 Can I have another maid? +0 Answer 2 I wondered. +0 So I
could laze around in class. +0 I wanted to see you. +0 Response 3 Your sister's bills, right? +0 I'll ask more often. +3 You're very forthcoming. +0 Response 4 Has rough. +0 Expensive? +0 Exaggeration. +0 Follow-up Thanks. I'll work +2. You're not in +0 Characters. +0 Rank 4 Response 1 That would be great. +0 What do you think? +0 Response 2 How
rude. +2 No surprises. +0 How Old Are You? +0 Reply 3 Yes, you're doing it. +2 You're lying. +0 You need to love yourself. +3 Response 4 I already knew that. +0 Why did you lie to me? +0 You're a bad teacher. +0 Rank 5 Response 1 Fun. +2 I want to know more. +0 Who is Master here? +2 Response 2 How Terrible... +2 This was inevitable. +0 I mean,
have you stopped? +2 Response 3 This is not your fault. +0 Bad luck. +0 It's nobody's fault. +0 Answer 4 Are you good with this? +0 Guardians, ha... +0 Reply 5 It's too late. +0 What about our deal? +0 I want to see you again. +0 Tracking Curry is all I eat. +0 You get bored with the taste. +0 Do you want some? +2 Rank 6 Response 1 Only Here. +0 Would
you like to get some rest? +2 Give me my money back. +0 Answer 2 Are you right? +3 Have you seen a doctor? +2 You should go home. +3 Answer 3 Are you all right? +0 Exaggeration. +0 Follow I'll be fine. +0 no, too lazy. +0 How are you feeling? +2 Rank 7 Response 1 Do not force yourself. +2 Don't lie. +0 Don't pay them. +3 Response 2 Sister company?
+0 Can you do a lot there? +0 Think about it further. +3 Response 3 This is an incorrect choice. Is there no other way +0? +0 Rest for now. +0 Rank 8 Response 1 This is the wrong decision. +0 Please think again. +0 Is that really what you want? +3 Response 2 You are fleeing. +2 If you've decided. +3 I need my teacher. +0 Reply Try to remember 3 +0 this
is your answer. +0 Take a look at yourself. +0 Reply 4 Will You Give Up? +0 Errors can be corrected. +0 Reply 5 Be sure of your answer. +3 This is the right choice. +3 Are you asking a student? +3 Response 6 I want to protect you. +3 It's reassuring. +3 Follow-up You're welcome. +2 Too much to be a maid. +2 I'd do anything for you. +2 Rank 8.5 Response
1 We're talking here. +0 You know that, ma'am. +0 Reply 2 You cannot give up. +0 But you were so determined. +0 What are the Names of Response 3? +0 I need their names. +0 Rank 9 Response 1 Nonsense. +3 You may be right. +0 Aren't you already old...? +0 Reply 2 What a bummer. +3 Thank you for your service. +3 Answer 3 Not really. +2 END I
want to keep seeing you. +2 (ROMANCE) Response 4. +2 END What does ben mean. +0 (ROMANCE) Response 5 I'm not a master; You're a maid. +0 I'm a man; You're a woman. +0 (ROMANCE) Rank MAX (ROMANCE) Answer 1 ... Really? I see +0. +0 This is very bad... +0 Response 2 Does not matter. +0 That's the best part. +0 Response 3 We Won't
Get Caught. +0 Don't worry. +0 You're very responsible. +0 Answer 4 What are you talking about? +0 When did you notice? +0 Reply 5 You got me. +0 You have no proof. +0 ... Then what am I? +0 Response 6 This sounds promising. +3 I'll be sure. +3 Answer 7 I want to trust you. +3 I want you to trust me. +3 Warmth Arcana (, Sessei)? It is a recurring
Arcana in the Persona series. Overview [editing | editing source] Angel wings are a symbol of synthesis, common sense, harmony and the unity of contrasts depicted as a woman with two cups, one blue, the other red, Temperance Arcana mixing two glasses of water. Game-wise, Temperance Arcana Personas are usually versatile Personas. Temperance
Arcana's personalities are mythological figures associated with balance and moderation. Temperance Arcana is primarily home to human figures rather than mythological animals. Temperance Arcana characters often struggle to find a balance in their lives and hobbies. | resource editing] Personas list[editing | resource editing] Megami Ibunroku
Persona[editing | resource editing] The player can guarantee a fusion accident resulting in a Temperance Arcana persona starting a hard reset (such as, not already mid-game and choosing to install a save or return the Title) and perform all kinds of fusion after taking a full 49 steps in an area that will attack no enemy such as Mikage Sun Mall. Persona Level
PSP Revelations Anuvis 32 Genbu * Gemb 45 Persona 2[edit | source] Innocent Sin[edit | source] Persona Level Harpy 5 Fjalar 19 Stymphalides 37 Phoenix 54 Suzaku * 59 Eternal Punishment[edit edit source] Person Person Level Harpy 5 Fearal 19 Stuparideth 37 Phoenix 54 Suzaku * 63 Persona 3[edit | source] Temperance Arcana Social Link is
represented by Andre Roland Jean Gérard (also known as Bebe), a French exchange student at Gekkoukan High School. After Hierophant Arcana Social Link has reached a sufficient level, you can start The Hero Social Link. Also, if Protagonist's Academics are high enough, he can meet Bebe in the home economics room at Gekkoukan High School.
Temperance Arcana participates in Protagonist home economics activities until eveytime and interacts with Bebe, she helps him with various activities. Temperance Arcana Social Connection is completed temperance arcana, byakko, the king of all animals bestows ultimate form. FES / Portable[editing | source edit] Temperance Arcana persona 3 remains
relatively the same, however, Temperance Arcana Ultimate Form Yurlungur, replaced by the governor of the skies. Byakko replaced Temperance Arcana with a standard Persona. Persona 4[edit | source edit] Temperance Arcana is represented by Eri Minami in Social Link Persona 4. The protagonist can start the Social Link on Monday, Friday and Saturday
and by accepting the Helper DayTime Part-time job, which can only be used in sunny or cloudy weather. Working part-time in Day Care also increases the parameters of 'Understanding' Features of the Hero. Temperance Arcana in social link events, the protagonist helps the bonder with his stepchildren, as well as his pressure to become someone's 'second
wife'. Social Connection is completed by Ultimate Form Temperance Arcana, Vishnu, Protector of the World. Persona Q: Shadow of the Labyrinth[edit | edit source] Persona 5[edit | source] Temperance Arcana is represented by Confidant with Sadayo Kawakami. This Confidant unlocks a variety of bonuses during school lessons, such as adsleeping, crafting
or reading, making substances before time passed, and the ability to do night activities after going to the palace. Completion of The Warmth Arcana Arcana, Ardha will also bestow the final form. Royal[edit | editing source] Persona 5 Royal, temperance arcana selection a bit, Nigi Mitama and Seiryu are now set with Parliament moved to Arcana. Persona Q2:
New Cinema Maze[editing | source editing] Demons List[editing | resource editing] Persona 2[editing | resource editing] Innocent Sin[editing | source] Eternal Punishment[editing | resource editing] Characters[editing | resource editing] Card Designs[editing | resource editing] This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We assume that's okay with
you, but you can give up if you want. Cookie settingsacCEPTPrivacy &amp; Cookies Policy RankAbilityDescription1Slack allows you to perform various activities in OffKawakami's class.3Housekeeping Allows you to request thatKawakami make coffee or do laundry for you.5In the help of the free TimeKawakami, it allows you to spend free time in other
teachers' classrooms.6Super Housekeeping allows you to request that you do curry or infiltration tools for you. Ask for massages after entering MAXSpecial MassageMetaverse, let you go out at night. Persona 5 Royal equip a Temperance Persona to get an additional score for this Confidant. I get the last ResponseYeah. +3, if you like. +1 Please stop talking
like that. Equip a Temperance Persona to get an additional score for this Confidant at +1 Persona 5 Royal. The response makes 1It. +1I don't feel anything. I'll tell +0Patron. +0Response 2 We can't say it wasn't me ... +0, not enough! +1 What kind of weird stuff? +0Death 3 Need money? +0Ne for? +0Desk 4 Are you scolding me? +0This is for you. +0I
wanted you. +0Desk 5Yynate number. +1Uh, what the hell? +1 Is this hard to sell? Equip a Temperance Persona to get an additional score for this Confidant at +1 Persona 5 Royal. Answer 1Yeah, they don't exist. +1 Do some real cooking. +1I may have a different servant. +0Response 2 I was wondering. +0I could be lazy in class like that. +0I wanted to
see you. +0Tepki 3, your sister's bills, right? +0 I'll charge you more often. +3 You're really frank. +0Response has 4Kaba. +0Pahali? +0Addd not. +0Nation 5Desks. +1 I will work hard for this. You're not in +0Karakter. Equip a Temperance Persona to get an additional score for this Confidant at +0 Persona 5 Royal. Answer 1This would be great. +0Ne are you
doing it? +0Neath 2 How rough. +1 No surprises. +0 How old are you? +0Response 3Evet, do this. +1 You want it. +0Y need to love yours. +3Response 4 I already knew. +0 Why did you lie to me? +0Yy're a bad teacher. Equip a Temperance Persona to get an additional score for this Confidant at +0 Persona 5 Royal. Answer 1This is fun. +1I want to know
more. +0 Who's the master? +1Response 2How Terrible ... +1This was inevitable. +0So, have you stopped? 3This is yours +0 Bad luck. +0 It's nobody's fault. +0Response 4This problem? +0Guardians, ha ... +0Response 5It is too late now. +0 What about our contract? +0I want to see you again. +0Response 6Curry whole meal. +0Ying your name. +0 Do
you want some? Equip a Temperance Persona to get an additional score for this Confidant at +1 Persona 5 Royal. Answer 1 You just got here. +0 Would you like to get some rest? +1 Give me my money back. +0Desk 2My? +3Do you see a doctor in the doctor's room? +2Response 3 Are you good? +0Addd not. +0Response I'll be 4. +0Nah, very lazy. +0
How do you feel? Equip a Temperance Persona to get an additional score for this Confidant at +1 Persona 5 Royal. Answer 1 Don't force yourself. +1 Don't lie. +0 Don't pay them. +2Response 2Sister company? +0 Can you do a lot there? +0Think that's more. +3Response 3This is the wrong choice. +0 Is there no other way? +0 Rest now. Equip a
Temperance Persona to get an additional score for this Confidant at +0 Persona 5 Royal. Answer 1This is the wrong decision. +0 Please think again. +0 Is that really what you want? +2Response 2 You're running. +1 If you've decided again. +2 I need my education. +0Response 3 Try to remember +0This is your answer. +0 Take a look at yourself. +0Desk 4
Will you stop? +0Hatas can be corrected. +0Discete 5 Make sure of your offer. +3This is the right choice. +3 Are you asking a student? +3Response 6I want to protect you. +2This is reassuring. We are open to +3Response 7Rica. So much for being a maid. +1 I'd do anything for you. +1 Temperance Persona score Response 1Nonsense will not
increase. +3Yyn upright. +0 Aren't you old enough...? +0Response 2Ne bummer. +3 Thank you for your service. +3Response 3Note really. +2 -&gt; Answer 6I want to keep seeing you. +2 (ROMANCE)Response 4Got it. +2 -&gt; Answer 6I what I mean. +0 (MY NOVEL) Answer 5 I am a master; You're a maid. +0 I'm a man; You're a woman. +0
(ROMANCE)Response 6I'm responding. +0 You can do it. +2 You were a pretty good maid. +0 Temperance Persona does not increase points Response 1I'm glad to hear that. +3See looks like a match. +2Response will be 2I. +2Sen you're not my mother... +0This same applies to you. +0Nead 3Ne are you talking about? +0 Why do you think that? +0 I'm
just a high schooler. +0Response 4Sen me. +0 You have no proof. +0... Then what am I? +0Response 5This sounds promising. +3I'll make sure there's more. +3 Answer 1... Really? See +0I. +0This is very bad... +0Response 2This is not important. +0This is the best part. +0Response 3 We don't get caught. +0Nationads. +0 You're very responsible. +0Nee 4
What are you talking about? +0Ne did you notice? +0Response 5Yy got me. +0 You have no proof. +0... Then what am I? +0Response 6This sounds promising. Make sure of it. +3Response 7I want to trust you. +3I want you to trust me. +3 &lt;&lt;&lt; Persona 5 Royal Guides Tags: Confidant, Persona 5 Royal, Temperance Temperance
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